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R9 for Golf

100% Ultra-fine Dwarf Perennial Ryegrass Blend
Intense wear and increasing disease pressures make fast establishing grasses a vital part
of golf course maintenance.  Where traditional bents and fescues struggle to establish
and survive, cultivars of ultra fine, dwarf perennial ryegrasses especially bred for golf
course applications really can deliver. Tolerant of close mowing and with fast recovery,
ultra fine dwarf perennial ryegrass blend R9 is also Germin-8T* treated, helping maintain a
surface in testing conditions.

R9 THE BLEND
CLEMENTINE   Ultra-fine, the best for shoot density and cleanness of cut 
ESTELLE            Ultra-fine, very high shoot density and with FAST RECOVERY   
GIANNA          High shoot density, fine leaf, clean cut and red thread tolerance
DUPARC          Fine leaf and FAST RECOVERY with the HIGHEST red thread tolerance

 R9 THE BENEFITS     Shoot    Fineness   Cleanness   Visual      Red      Recovery
                               Density    of Leaf        of Cut        Merit    Thread

 25% Clementine      8.2            7.7              8.3            8.0         6.3             6.9

 25% Estelle                7.9            7.8              5.6            8.1         5.9             7.7

 25% Gianna             7.8            7.2              7.5            7.8         7.4             7.4

 25% Duparc             7.5            7.1              6.7            7.6         8.4             7.2
TGS 2019

FASTER ESTABLISHMENT PERCENTAGE
Perennial Ryegrass Germin-8T Treated

showing increase in establishment (minimum
3 leaf stage, 3cm) and measured root and

shoots length, 21 days after treatment

INCREASED GERMINATION PERCENTAGE
Perennial Ryegrass Germin-8T Treated
shows 38% increase in germination 10

days after treatment in cool, wet
conditions
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R9 THE APPLICATIONS
The exceptional cultivars in R9make it the perfect choice for a wide range of
applications right around the golf course.

Rye Greens
Ultra fine dwarf perennial ryegrasses are increasingly used as a reliable solution for
overseeding problematic golf greens. Very fast establishment, intense wear tolerance,
ultra fine leaf, high shoot density, cleanness of cut, tolerance to close mowing, early spring
growth and fast recovery all help to deliver a consistent playing surface in conditions
where bent grass, annual meadowgrass or fescues really struggle to survive.

“R9 was selected to construct a new chipping
green complex which we needed to bring into
play within a relatively short timeframe. The
fineness of leaf and speed of germination was
really impressive. R9 has also benefitted all our
walk-off areas, maintaining grass cover under the
intense wear pressure. The combination of ultra
fine leaf, fast establishment and wear tolerance
has been crucial to success in these areas”

Steve Cram, Golf Courses Manager
Archerfield Links, North Berwick, East Lothian

Tees, Fairways, Semi-Roughs & Walkways
Perfect for divotting and re-instatement of tees, landing
zones, bottle-necks and grass walkways where divots
and/or compaction are the major challenges the
establishment, wear tolerance and recovery of R9 can
really help to keep the surface covered. Overseeding is
recommended following compaction relief for optimum
results. R9 is also recommended for using with hybrid turf
systems such as MIXTO for a more permanent solution in
high impact and heavy wear areas.

R9 THE ADVANTAGES
� Superb cleanness of cut
� Excellent Red Thread tolerance
� Quick recovery
� Very fast establishment
� Intense wear tolerance
� Ultra Fine Leaf
� Highest shoot density
� Close mowing down to 4mm

*Now 
contains

Trichoderma
atroviride

For further
information on the
Benefits of Germin-8T
for Germination and
Establishment, a
leaflet is available
from your area representative or by
contacting Rigby Taylor direct.


